Abstract. This paper aims to provide a better formalism for describing properties of linked data structures (e.g., lists, trees, graphs), as well as the intermediate states that arise when such structures are destructively updated. The paper de nes a new logic that is suitable for these purposes (called Lr, for \logic of reachability expressions"). We show that Lr is decidable, and explain how Lr relates to two previously de ned structuredescription formalisms (\path matrices" and \static shape graphs") by showing how an arbitrary shape descriptor from each of these formalisms can be translated into an Lr formula.
Introduction
This paper aims to provide a better formalism for describing properties of linked data structures (e.g., lists, trees, graphs). In past work with the same motivation, a variety of di erent formalisms have been developed | including \static shape graphs" 14, 15, 17, 12, 3, 23, 1, 19, 27, 21, 20, 22] , \path matrices" 9, 11], \graph types " 16] , and the ADDS annotation formalism 10] | and several previously known formalisms have been exploited | including graph grammars 6] and monadic second-order logic 13]. For lack of a better term, we will use the phrase structure-description formalisms to refer to such formalisms in a generic sense.
In this paper, we de ne a new logic (called L r , for \logic of reachability expressions"), and show that L r is suitable for describing properties of linked data structures. We show that L r is decidable. We also show in detail how L r relates to two of the previously de ned structure-description formalisms: In Section 3, we show how a generalization of Hendren's path-matrix descriptors 9, 11] can be represented by L r formulae; in Section 4, we show how the variant of static shape graphs de ned in 21] can be represented by L r formulae. In this way, L r provides insight into the expressive power of path matrices and static shape graphs.
The bene ts of our work include the following:
{ The logic L r can be used as an annotation language to express loop invariants and pre-and post-conditions of statements and procedures. Annotations are important not only as a means of documenting programs, but also as the basis for analyzing and reasoning about programs in a modular fashion. Our work has two advantages:
The logic L r is quite expressive (e.g., strictly more expressive than the formalism used by Hendren et al. 10] ). The added expressibility is important for describing the intermediate states that arise when linked data structures are destructively updated.
The logic L r is decidable, which means that there is an algorithm that determines, for every formula in the logic, if the formula is satis able. In other words, it is possible to determine if there is any store at all that satis es a given formula. In principle, this ability can be used to provide some sanity checks on the formulae that a user employs | e.g., a warning can be issued if the user employs a formula that is unsatis able.
{ Our work makes contributions on the question of extracting information from the results of program analysis. Although the subject of the paper is not primarily algorithms for analyzing programs that manipulate linked data structures, the decidability of L r | together with the constructions given in Sections 3 and 4 for encoding other structure-description formalisms in L r | has interesting consequences for extracting information from the results of program analyses: L r provides a way to amplify the results obtained from known pointer-analysis, alias-analysis, and shape-analysis algorithms in the following ways: For a structure-description formalism in which each structure descriptor corresponds to an L r formula, as is the case for path matrices (Section 3)
and static shape graphs (Section 4), it is possible to determine if there is any store at all that corresponds to a given structure descriptor. This lets us determine whether a given structure descriptor contains any useful information. Pointer-analysis, alias-analysis, and shape-analysis algorithms necessarily compute structure descriptors that over-approximate the pointer/alias/shape relationships that actually arise. This kind of loss of precision is intrinsic to static-analysis; however, many of the techniques that have been proposed in the literature have the feature that additional imprecision crops up when information is extracted from the structure descriptor for a particular program point. For instance, with the threevalued logic used for shape analysis in 20, 22] , a formula that queries for a speci c piece of information sometimes evaluates to \unknown", even when, in all of the stores that the static shape graph represents, the formula evaluates to a de nite true or false value. For a structure-description formalism in which each structure descriptor corresponds to an L r formula, decidability gives us a mechanism for reading out information obtained by existing algorithms, without any additional loss of precision: If ' is the formula that represents the shape descriptor and is the formula that represents the query, we are interested in whether ' =) always holds (or, equivalently, whether :(' =) ) is unsatis able). Thus, in principle, the machinery developed in this paper allows us to take the structure descriptors computed by existing techniques, and extract information from them that is more precise than that envisioned by the inventors of these formalisms.
{ For many of the structure-description formalisms used in the literature, very little is known about basic decision problems associated with them. Mapping a structure-description formalism F into L r can provide a way to analyze many basic decision problems of F.
For instance, a decision problem of special interest for structure-description formalisms that are used in abstract interpretation is the inclusion problem (i.e., whether the set of stores that structure descriptor D 1 represents is a subset of the set of stores that D 2 represents). When the inclusion problem is decidable, it is possible to check (i) whether one structure descriptor subsumes another (and hence the second need not be retained), and (ii) whether a simpler structure descriptor is a conservative replacement of a larger one, which is useful in widening. Thus, the inclusion problem is important for reducing both the time and space used during abstract interpretation. For a structure-description formalism in which each structure descriptor corresponds to an L r formula, the inclusion of structure descriptor D 1 (represented by formula ' 1 ) in D 2 (represented by ' 2 ) is a matter of testing whether ' 1 =) ' 2 always holds (or, equivalently, whether :(
is unsatis able).
To date, our concern has been with developing the tools for describing properties of linked data structures and obtaining a logic that is decidable. We have developed a decision procedure for L r , although this procedure does not yield a practical algorithm. We have not yet investigated the complexity of the decision problem for L r , nor looked for heuristic methods with acceptable performance in practice, but we plan to do so in future work.
Two programs that will be used to illustrate our work are shown in Figure 1 . The remainder of the paper is organized into six sections: Section 2 presents the logic we use for describing properties of linked data structures. Section 3 shows how a generalization of Hendren's path-matrix descriptors 9, 11] can be represented by L r formulae. Section 4 shows how a variant of static shape graphs can be represented by L r formulae. Section 5 discusses the issue of using L r formulae to extract information from the results of program analyses. Section 6 gives a sketch of the proof that L r is decidable. Section 7 discusses related work. :xhcdr iy^:xhcdr iz^:yhcdr ix^:zhcdr ix (1) The rst line of (1) states that y:cdr and z refer to the same list element when either one is allocated. The subformulae on the last line of (1) states that the x-list is disjoint from both the y-list and the z-list. The subformula chcdr ielem states that elem points somewhere in the list pointed to by c. The subformula on the last line of (2) states that prev is allocated (i.e., not NULL) if and only if elem and c point to di erent locations. From this, we can conclude that the location released by the statement free(elem) cannot be pointed to by c.
The use of pointer-variable interrogations in routing expressions will be illustrated in Examples 33 and 36. ?
otherwise
The meaning of formula in a given store S is de ned inductively, as follows: In this section, we study the relationship between the logic L r and a variant of the path-matrix structure-description formalism 9, 11]. A path matrix records information about the (possibly empty) set of paths that exist between pairs of pointer variables in a program. The version of path matrices described below is a generalization of the original version described in 9, 11]. We show that every path matrix (of the extended version of the formalism) can be represented by a formula in logic L r .
De nition 31 A path matrix pm contains an entry pm x; y] for every pair of pointer-valued program variables, x and y. An entry pm x; y] describes the set of paths from the cell pointed to by x to the cell pointed to by y. An entry pm x; y] has a value of the form hR; Qi, where R is a regular expression over , and Q is either \P " (standing for \possible path") or \D" (standing for \de nite" path).
The notions of \possible paths" and \de nite paths" are somewhat subtle (and the names \possible paths" and \de nite paths", which we have adopted from 9, 11], are somewhat misleading). In the discussion below, let S be a store that path matrix pm represents, and let Paths S (x; y) denote the set of paths from the cell pointed to by program variable x to the cell pointed to by y. 
Note that only one of the paths in L(R D ) need be a path in Paths S (x; y)
for pm x; y] = hR D ; Di to be satis ed. { An entry pm x; y] that has the value hR P ; Pi means that L(R P ) is an overapproximation to the set of paths from the cell pointed to by x to the cell pointed to by y. In other words,
(4) An alternative way to think about this is as follows: What we really mean by \R P represents possible paths in store S" is that L(R P ) = ?L(R P ) is a set of impossible paths of S: That is, an entry pm x; y] that has the value hR P ; Pi means that none of the paths from the cell pointed to by x to the cell pointed to by y are in L(R P ). Thus, we have Paths S (x; y) \ L(R P ) = ;: { An entry pm x; y] that has the value h ; Di represents the fact that x and y are must-aliases, i.e., x and y must point to the same cell in all of the stores that the path matrix represents.
{ In contrast, an entry pm x; y] with the value h ; Pi represents the fact that x and y are may-aliases, i.e., x and y might point to the same cell in some of the stores that the path matrix represents, but it is also possible that in other stores that the path matrix represents, there is no path at all from the cell pointed to by x to the cell pointed to by y. paths from the cell pointed to by x to the cell pointed to by y, but it is also possible that in some of the stores that the path matrix represents, there is no path at all from the cell pointed to by x to the cell pointed to by y.
Note that a path matrix represents a smaller set of stores if the language for a \D" entry is made smaller, and also if the language for a \P " entry is made smaller (see (3) and (4) (7)).
(The use of a less-general language of routing expressions in 9, 11] was motivated by the need to be able to compute e ciently a safe approximation to the path matrix at every program point.) Since path matrices are an intuitive notation, we will not spend the space in directly formalizing the meaning of path matrices in terms of sets of stores. Instead, we now de ne the meaning of a path matrix by a formula in our language that characterizes the set of stores that a path matrix represents.
De nition 34 For a regular expression R, let R denote the complement of R, i.e., a regular expression such that L(R) = L(R) = ?L(R). For :xhRiy (8) This de nition is justi ed by the discussion that follows De nition 31.
Example 35 Path matrix (6), which expresses a loop-invariant for the loop of elem reverse (see Example 32), corresponds to the following formula: xh ix^:xh iy^:xh iẑ :yh ix^yh iy^yhcdriẑ :zh ix^:zh iy^zh iz (9) Formula (9) is less informative than the loop-invariant given as Formula (1) of Example 22. For example, with Formula (9) it is not known that x points to a list, because cyclic stores of the form shown in Figure 2 also satisfy (9). 
Formula (10) is less informative than the loop-invariant given as Formula (2) of Example 23. In contrast to Formula (2), Formula (10) cannot be used to conclude that the use of free in elem delete is correct; i.e., we cannot conclude that the location released by the statement free(elem) cannot be pointed to by c.
Representing Shape Graphs via Formulae
In this section, we study a structure-description formalism called static shape graphs, which, in addition to reachability information, allow certain \topologi-cal" properties of stores to be represented. There are many ways to de ne static shape graphs. For simplicity, we only consider the variant of static shape graphs de ned in 21]. In Section 4.1, we give a formal de nition of static shape graphs.
Then, in Section 4.2, we construct a formula in L r that exactly characterizes the set of stores represented by a static shape graph.
Static Shape Graphs
Below, we formally de ne static shape graphs. Unlike the stores de ned in Section 2, static shape graphs are of an a priori bounded size, i.e., the number of shape nodes depends only of the size of the program being analyzed. This is needed by shape-analysis algorithms so that an iterative shape-analysis algorithm that computes static shape graphs for each program point will terminate.
De nition 41 A static-shape-graph (SSG) is a nite directed graph that consists of two kinds of nodes | variables (i.e., PVar) and shape-nodes | and two kinds of edges | variable-edges and selector-edges. A shape-graph is represented by a quadruple hshapeNodes; E v ; E s ; isi, where: { shapeNodes is a nite set of shape nodes. Every shape node n 2 ShapeNodes has the form n = n X where X PVar. Such a node describes the cells that are simultaneously pointed to by all the pointer variables in X. Graphically, we denote shape nodes by circles. The node n ; is the \summary-node" since it represents all the cells that are not directly pointed to by any pointer variable, and therefore it is represented by a dotted circle.
{ E v is the graph's set of variable-edges, each of which is denoted by a pair of the form x; n X ], where x 2 PVar and n X 2 shapeNodes. We assume that for every x 2 PVar, at most one variable-edge x; n X ] 2 E v exists and x 2 X.
Graphically, we denote variable-edges by solid edges since they must exist.
{ E s is the graph's set of selector-edges, each of which is denoted by a triple of the form hn X ; sel; n Y i, where n X ; n Y 2 shapeNodes and sel 2 fcar; cdrg. We assume that for every x 2 PVar, sel 2 fcar; cdrg, and shape node n X such that x; n X ] 2 E v , at most one selector-edge, hn X ; sel; n Y i 2 E s exists. In contrast, there may be many selector-edges hn ; ; sel; n Y i 2 E s corresponding to di erent selector-edges emanating from cells represented by n ; .
Graphically, we denote selector-edges by dotted edges since they may or may not exist.
{ is (standing for \is shared") is a function of type shapeNodes ! ffalse; trueg.
It serves as a constraint to restrict the set of stores represented by a shape graph. When n ; has more than one incoming selector edge and yet is(n ; ) = false, we know that, for any memory cell c represented by n ; , at most one of the concrete representatives of these selector-edges can be an incoming edge of c.
Graphically, we denote the fact that n X is a shared node by putting \is(n X )" inside the circle.
Example 42 The SSG that represents the store shown in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3 .
n fxg cdr / / is(n ; ) 
From a Static Shape Graph to an L r Formula
We are now ready to show how to construct the formula that captures the meaning of a static shape graph. { For example, the formula def = (x = x:cdr), expresses the property \x points to a cell that has a self-cycle". This information can be used by an optimizing compiler to determine whether it is pro table to generate a pre-fetch for the next element 18].
{ It is possible to express in L r that two pointer-access paths point to di erent memory cells (i.e., they are not may-aliases), which is important both for optimization and in tools for aiding software understanding.
{ The reachability and sharing predicates can also be useful, for example, to improve the performance of garbage-collection algorithms and to parallelize programs.
In principle, L r provides a uniform basis for using the results of analyses that yield either path matrices or static shape graphs in program optimizers and in tools for aiding software understanding. For instance, Figure 4 shows one of the SSGs SG that arises at the loop header in an analysis of elem reverse. It can be shown that is not satis able by any store that is represented by SG. This means that x does not point to a cell that has a self-cycle in any of the stores that SG represents. This can be determined automatically with our approach by showing that SG]^ is not satis able. Similarly, by translating a path matrix M (obtained from a path-matrix-based program-analysis algorithm) into the corresponding L r formula M] and checking whether M]^ is satis able, one can verify automatically whether x could point to a cell that has a self-cycle in any of the stores represented by M. 6 The Decidability of L r Theorem 61 L r is decidable.
Sketch of Proof: Prior to directly approaching the question of decidability of L r , one rst proves a normalization lemma showing that the routing expressions mentioned in formulae can be rewritten in such a way that they deal only with paths that avoid all nodes pointed by pointer expressions that are mentioned in the formula (i.e. pointer expressions that occur in some constraint or program variables that occur in some pointer-variable interrogation). That is, they assert only reachability of shared nodes or pointer expressions via paths that traverse nodes in the heap. One proves this normalization lemma by breaking down path expressions that may cross mentioned pointer expressions into component path expressions that do not cross mentioned pointer expressions.
The decidability of logic L r follows from showing that that L r has the bounded model property: that is, there is a computable numerical function f such that any sentence of L r that is consistent has a model of size bounded by f(j j). The normalization theorem above implies that in this shrinking process one only has to preserve properties that deal with paths through the heap (reachability, heap-sharing, etc.) and equalities and inequalities between a xed set of pointer expressions. This shrinking is then done in three phases: rst, the original store G is \pruned" to get a model that is a union of trees: in the process, some information about the sharing of nodes is lost, but extra labels are added to the nodes to maintain this information. These \auxiliary labels" indicate that certain nodes in the tree correspond to nodes associated with a particular pointer expression in the original store, and that certain nodes in the tree were shared in the original store.
We then make use of classical decidability results on reachability expressions on nite trees ( 26] , summarized also in 2]) to shrink each of these trees to smaller trees that satisfy the same properties as the union of trees produced in stage one. The \properties" mentioned here are obtained by taking the original reachability, heap-sharing, and allocation constraints and transforming them to expressions in monadic second-order logic that express how to reach the auxiliary labels mentioned above.
Finally, the shrunken set of trees are glued together to restore sharing information lost in the rst phase: multiple nodes that have been annotated as associated with the same pointer expression are identi ed, and nodes that were annotated as being shared heap nodes are made into shared nodes. The normalization results are used in a crucial way in this glueing stage, since the glueing can create many new paths within the represented store. Glueing cannot, however, create new paths through the heap in any store, since the glueing process only identi es nodes associated with pointer expressions mentioned in the formula (or in unshared paths leading to such nodes). Since normalization implies that we are only concerned with preserving the existence and nonexistence of paths that lie strictly within the heap, this is su cient. Figures 5 and 6 show how the proof might work for the formula : def = xhcar iy^xh(cdr:cdr) iy^:xh(cdr:cdr:cdr) iy^yhcar iz^yh(cdr:cdr:cdr) iz:
We start with a store in Figure 5 that satis es , and then prune it into a set of trees. The auxiliary labels y 0 and y 00 keep track of the fact that these nodes in the tree must at some point be pointed to by y. In Figure 6 , the trees are decreased in size, while preserving analogs of the reachability statements: e.g., the node labeled y can reach a copy of the node z with a (cdr:cdr:cdr) path, and x cannot reach a copy of y with a (cdr:cdr:cdr) path. In the nal stage, the tree-like model is glued together to form a traditional store that satis es . L r allows multiple selectors, which enables L r formulae to describe properties of general directed graphs as opposed to just lists. 1 The reachability constraints in L r formulae allow one to test simultaneous pointer inequities, which is crucial for capturing the strength of the variant of static shape graphs de ned in 21].
In summary, the formulae of Jensen et al. are more expressive than L r formulae, but they can only state properties of lists and trees, whereas L r can state properties of arbitrary graph data structures. Klarlund and Schwartzbach de ned a language for de ning graph types, which are tree data structures with non-tree links de ned by auxiliary tree-path expressions 16]. In the application they envision, a programmer would be able to declare variables of a given graph type, and write code to mutate the \tree 1 13] sketches an extension of their technique to trees, which involves multiple selectors, but they do not handle general directed graphs.
backbone" of these structures. After a mutation operation, the runtime system would automatically apply an update operation that they de ne, which updates the non-tree links. The graph-type de nition language is unsuitable for describing arbitrary store graphs, and the fact that the update operations are limited does not allow the programmer to write arbitrary pieces of code. (However, the latter property is a signi cant advantage for the intended application | a programming language supporting controlled destructive updating of graph data structures.)
The ADDS formalism of Hendren et al. is an annotation language for expressing loop invariants and pre-and post-conditions of statements and proce- It should be noted that currently the notion of heap sharing in L r is weaker than the ADDS notion of \dimension". It is easy to generalize L r to include this concept without a ecting its decidability. We did not do so in this paper because we wanted to stay with two selectors.
Finally, it should be noted that both L r and ADDS do not allow stating connectivity properties of the form xhR 1 i = yhR 2 i. We believe that L r can be generalized to handle this. (A limited form of such connectivity properties, restricted to be in the form xh(carjcdr) i = yh(carjcdr) i, was proposed in 8, 7] .) L r is incomparable to Deutsch's symbolic aliases 4, 5] : Symbolic aliases allow the use of full-blown arithmetic, which cannot be used in a decidable logic. On the other hand, symbolic-alias expressions are not closed under negation. For instance, there is no way to express must-alias relationships using symbolic aliases. Thus, the loop invariant used in Example 23 cannot be expressed with symbolic aliases.
In 6], Fradet and Le M etayer use graph grammars to express interesting properties of the data structures of a C-like language. Graph grammars can be a more natural formalism than logic for describing certain topological properties of stores. However, graph grammars are not closed under intersection and negation, and problems such as the inclusion problem are not decidable. In terms of expressive power, the structure-description formalism of 6] is incomparable to the one proposed in the present paper.
It should be noted that the approach given here is limited in several ways: The approach we have taken is to develop decidable, logic-based languages for capturing topological properties of a broad class of linked data structures. Undecidability results in predicate logic give many hard limitations on the expressiveness of such languages: For example, no such language exists that is closed under rst-order quanti cation and boolean connectives. Although logic-based formalisms can be more succinct in expressing properties of linked data structures, they can also be more verbose; in particular, the output from our translation algorithms can be signi cantly more verbose than the input. For example, with the translation from a static shape graph SG into L r formula SG] given in Section 4.2, the size of SG] can be exponential in jSGj.
There are a few properties that cannot be expressed in L r , including:
(i) whether a store contains a garbage cell (i.e., a cell not accessible from any variable), and (ii) whether a tree is balanced (or almost balanced, such as the condition used in AVL trees). It may be di cult to extend L r to handle these sorts of properties. However, such properties go well beyond the scope of current optimizing compilers and tools for aiding software understanding.
